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Getty Images Royalty to rock stars - 13 of our favorite wedding cakes throughout history. 13 Prince Rainier III Grace Kelly in Monaco and Princess Monaco. 2 13 John F. Kennedy and Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy. 3 13 Gloria Vanderbilt and Pasquale John Di Cicco. 4 13 Beatles drummerRingo Starr and actress Barbara Bach. 13
Elizabeth Taylor and Nicky Hilton's 5. 6 of 13 Jenna Bush and Henry Hager. 7 of 13 Rita Hayworth and Prince Aly Khan. 8 13 Zsa Zsa Gabor and her sixth husband Jack Ryan. 9 by Christina Onassis and Thierry Roussel. 13 Joanne Woodward and Paul Newman's 10. 11 by Elvis Presley and Priscilla Beaulieu. 12 of 13 13 by Frank
Sinatra and Mia Farrow. If most guests have something to remember about your wedding (let's just say they had a good time!), you probably won't have location settings or flowers at your center. But what they'll remember is food. Especially the wedding cake. Gone are the big desserts going untouchable on the day. With more couples
preferred for nice and tasty confectionery, these layered treats are becoming one of the most anticipated pieces of reception. Despite the seemingly endless options, many couples still feel they have to choose a classic white cake. While this is the wrong thing to do with traditional desserts, we love to see how couples can personalize the
cake with unique flavors and fun decorations. We went back with our favorite real wedding and took out the standout desserts worth a second eye. For the beautifully patterned treats that almost make a number of sweet tables that flavor craft cakes, these desserts are sure to inspire their wedding cake. Ashleigh and Lance's weddings in
the Dominican Republic were full of stunning flowers, so it's no surprise that their wedding cake is decorated with plenty of flowers. They chose four layers of vanilla cake filled with strawberries as the big day dessert. When they came by choosing their wedding cake, Amber and Andrew only cared about taste. They wanted vanilla cake
with raspberry filling and told Cake and Art bakers to create something nice. The result was this one-layer confectionery with gold painting and fresh flowers. Lauren and Alexander's California wedding was stylish and romantic, so a modern white and gold cake was the perfect fit. Courtney and Tim's colorful Chicago wedding featured a
color palette featuring playful shades such as orange, pink and yellow. Their geometric cake, created by Amy Beck Cake Design, features vanilla cake with cream cheese frosting and lemon cake with strawberry buttercream, bright shades. Despite their grand ceremony and reception in Los Angeles, Sunny and Ryan chose a simple twostory wedding cake. Buttery Tip created a blueberry-walnut confectionery covered in sweet lemon buttercream decorated with fresh blueberries, lemons and nuts. Caroline and Chris Captiva Island, Florida is a classic vanilla wedding cake for their target wedding. Wendy and Steven's big, garden-inspired New York wedding was full of
flashy details, and their cake was no exception. They turned to Maggie Austin Cake professionals for their stunning five-tier confectionery, including fluffy layers and beautiful candy flowers. Annie and Cody wanted to offer plenty of their Colorado wedding dessert options, so Megan Joy Cakes created three unique confectionery: two layers
of dark chocolate fat cake, three layers of peach butter cake, and two layers of olive oil cake. When Jenna and Joe planned to have their North Carolina wedding in a grove among the sedir trees, the couple knew a nature-inspired day was appropriate. Their buttercream-iced pound cake was made with green and white medians. Hannah
and Gene asked sweet &amp; saucy shop to make three layers of chocolate ganache cake at their spring wedding in San Juan Capistrano, California. Photo Casey and John Calabasas of Diana McGregor planned a luxurious backyard wedding at the bride's family home, California, so it was only appropriate that their wedding cake was a
mix of both glam and relaxed styles. In shades of double black, white and gold, Whoa Nelly chose a salted caramel dessert. Aynsley and Sean's nature-inspired Brooklyn wedding was all about elegance and simplicity, so the Swiss dotted iced cake was a perfect fit. One Girl Cookies created this three-layer confectionery with layers of
vanilla bean, lemon curd with blackberry jam, and old-fashioned buttercream frosting. With the glamorous, Old Hollywood-inspired wedding in New York, Cassie and Sean knew they needed to choose the wedding cake to make a statement. They loved this metallic ikat confectionery created by Cheryl Kleinman Cake, which was made of
white cake with chocolate ganache and raspberry filling. Carly and Kreamer's weddings in the Bahamas were about tropical, beach décor, but their cake was all classic. They chose traditional buttercream iced three layer vanilla cake. Megan and Sebastian hosted a vintage-chic wedding in Michigan, so the couple wanted a simple but
delicious cake. The winner was their twist on a nude confection: buttercream frosting and vanilla cake with plenty of fresh strawberries. While Rachel and Austin's sweet for a South Carolina wedding may seem super simple, the filling was something but. Ashley Bakery included layers of Italian créme cake with strawberry cheesecake and
white chocolate cake. Jennifer and Randy's spiritual Garden theme at San Ysidro, California wedding wasn't just extending their décor-sure their cake fit the bill, too! They are selected layers of vanilla sponge cakes with lemon and strawberries and chocolate-made mousse with dark chocolate mousse, all covered with bright pink flowers.
Caroline and Palm Beach Rascoe need stylish wedding, Florida, equally stunning wedding cake. So. Double Candy Monkey asked Sugar Monkey bakers to create this five-layer vanilla treatment dessert with thas. With a classic look throughout Charleston, South Carolina, wedding, Alexis and Bill throughout the rest they knew they wanted
a very traditional dessert. Cake by Kasarda is covered in Italian buttercream and decorated with sugar flowers, with flavors such as raspberry filling and lemon cake with strawberry cake with fresh strawberries, this layered confectionery is cooked. Ashley and Ryan's San Diego wedding was filled with gorgeous floral details, so VG Bakery
was tied up decorated with gorgeous flowers from their two-tiered banana cake. Kelli and Bobby planned a classic lake wedding in Wisconsin, and their three-story cake went perfectly with their aesthetic. They went with monochromatic white cake with oversized floral decoration. With Houston, Texas, as funds for their wedding, Aaryn and
Nick knew they needed a big cake. Whisk Bakery created a dramatic vanilla cake with amaretto filling decorated with silver pearl and displayed on a hanging stand. Melissa and Dave wanted earthly, organic details to be available throughout the wedding inCharleston, South Carolina. The couple signed up Minette Rushing for the wedding
cake to make a five-story dessert decorated with dream catchers, arrows and golden feathers. Brooke and Lucas wanted to look at a rustic garden for their Arizona wedding, which was carried on their dark chocolate and peanut butter cake. Jessica and Tammy's Boston wedding was all about color, so it's no surprising that their nude cake
is decorated with bright flowers. Mayflour Confections created two layers of nude carrot cake dripping with fresh flowers. Elyse and Todd's seaside wedding in Big Sur, California, asked for a sweet, simple cake, so the two chose an iced flower-covered devil's food confectionery with rich buttercream. Lauren and Scott decided to have a
little more fun with their dessert, even if they hosted a super-formal wedding in Austin, Texas. They are sliced into a naked cake decorated with paper swans and fresh flowers. No one claims that a beautiful cake is not an integral part of the traditional wedding reception. For many couples, elegant, layered cake is not open to consequisite
and it seems strange to jump. Although wedding cakes are still the most common reception treatment, they are not the last word of desserts with a long shot. In fact, some brides and grooms prefer to add an extra dessert to the table, while others are instead of downright standard cake! For couples who want to start their marriage with an
extra sweet note, there are plenty of other options to choose from. The next 10 necessarily icing-free alternatives, but we are sure to satisfy the longings of hungry wedding-goers! If the contents are any indication of the general condition of fluctuation and sweet treatment in Cupcake shops, cupcakes will hit a shot at any wedding
reception. Wedding guests of all ages More creative flavors and fillings than traditional vanilla are sure to swallow everything. Cupcake cake can be served in tower shape or as pull-apart cake. The latter can be decorated like a traditional sheet cake, making it a great option for groom's cake since many brides get creative with secondary
desserts design and theme. However, cupcake towers can be every bit as a standard wedding cake in both appearance and formality as well as beautiful and nuptially appropriate. As an added bonus, there is a cinch to serve cupcake cake. Just take one and put it on a plate - no annoying or messy cake cutter is necessary to enjoy this
yummy dessert. Advertising No, we are not referring to a giant Snickers or Three Musketeers (although this fantastic sound does not exist). Instead, imagine all your favorite sugary treats displayed in color, which is sure to be extremely sm raft-over buffet. The beauty of the candy bar is that its options are almost unlimited. Everyone has
traditional frequent as M&amp;Ms, chocolate-covered raisins, Gummy Bears, Red Hots, Sweet Tarts and rainbow-colored lollipops, all of which can be obtained in bulk. Or, especially most of these desserts can be specially ordered in certain shades, especially with selected shades of the ceremony you can choose to give candies in mesh
colors. For advertising service, you just get food and guests who treats into decorative bowls. Make sure someone is responsible for monitoring the condition of the chocolate throughout the reception, though. For the last handful of Reese's Pieces, it can't start a revolt faster than a disagreement. Even the picky eater depends on their
ooey-gooey fillings and flaky crusts in favor of at least a few flavors of pie. While you choose to get the help of a bakery or a few trusted friends in the production of your reception's desserts, it's easy to adapt these baked desserts to the special season and theme of your wedding. For example, for summer weddings, you can offer fruitfilled options that represent the season you have dried up with peach, blueberry and important lemon dishes. Receptions held during the cooler months are the perfect places for apples, chocolates or pean pies, rich, padded and delicious cold weather favorites. Properly provide whipped topping or ice cream and leave guests mulling the
benefits of each delicious option. You don't have to be an Italian heritage to appreciate the taste of advertising Cannoli. If you've never had the pleasure, we insist you go out and try one right away. Once you enjoy fried dough filled with sweetened, flavored ricotta cheese, you will most likely add a new favorite to your list of the best
desserts. Cannoli can be skillfully stacked on plates or served in separate portions for each table or seat. Common options include chocolate, marsala and pistachios, although creative chefs can experiment with other flavors with a little bridal guidance Groom. Advertising The only real barricade to organize a cookie buffet is narrowing the
selection options for guests. Naturally, any all-American soiree should include traditional chocolate chip cookies, but there are literally hundreds of other choices to choose from. If the party is more down-to-house highbrow, consider setting the table with cooked treats of sugar, macadamia nuts and peanut butter. If you really want to earn
brownie points from guests, it provides vanilla ice cream for the classic ice cream sandwich. There are many options to choose from if you want a little more style at the sweet table. Biscotti, cream filled sandwich cookies, walnut tassies, fruity pinwheet and macaroons are all popular choices to go well with any flavor coffee, wine,
champagne or whatever drinks guests prefer to enjoy. Be sure to identify cookies so that people with Advertising Nuts or other food allergies can make safe choices. With so many weddings taking place in the overwhelming summer months, guests may need something a little more refreshing than a heavy cake filled with butter if they are
expected to cut a carpet on the dance floor later. Imagine hiring an ice cream bartender to whip amazing creations and revive guests at the stifling summer wedding. The beauty of cold naps is that they adapt endlessly. In addition to allowing people to take their toings, there are hundreds to choose from flavors and styles. Are you going
healthy with frozen yogurt, or the decadent route with old-fashioned ice cream and hand-sunk milkshakes? How about gelato's rich and refined aesthetic, or the light and nasal-cooled selection of sherberts, sorbets and champagne ice? The possibilities are endless. Advertising For an autumn or winter wedding, guests from cold weather
need something to perk them, as well as warm their hands and bellies. A sweet barista, with her know-how and ingredients, can easily work some coffee alchemy and instill partying with hot, sweet buzz. Stock coffee bar with fresh milk and cream, turbinado sugar and flavored syrups. You also need plenty of sweet treats like chocolatedpped biscotti, gourmet cupcakes and madeleines. For an extra dose of temperature, even in the evening you can provide some coffee mixers such as a nice bourbon, amaretto or dark cream also cocoa to make cozier. Advertising Sure, a wedding is a serious time with all the vows and 'til-death-do-you-parts,' but it can also be a show
and a festival. Part of the appeal is mixing the formality of the ceremony with a hop reception! If you choose to go this route, basic carnival classics like corn dogs, funnel cakes, cotton candy and caramel apples are a must, but things can be luxury things with fruit liqueurs or snow cones flavored with frozen banana gourmet chocolate. The
black tie you want to go is up to you to go how far down the carnival rabbit hole, but Candy bars served bone china with a subtle cognac sound like a great idea for us. Advertising For those looking for a gorgeous visual display to complete the wedding cake, we release croquembouche (pronounced croke-em-boosh). A traditional French
pastry construction project consists of fluffy, bite-sized cream-filled choux pastries mounted into a cone shape using this confectionery caramel syrup. Traditional decoration for dessert is bent in strips of sugar (think hard strings of cotton candy), but can be drenched with melted chocolate or more caramel. Its gravity-defying visual effect is
impressive, but its taste is the best feature of the unique dessert. Advertising Party does not necessarily have to last until dawn to appreciate a few sweet breakfast treats for guests. The simplest way to go in this one is to serve a nostalgic array of elegant glass grains. Colorful sugary cereals create the best visual impression, you can also
further revitalize the presentation by serving them in martini or margarita cups. On the other hand, if something long serves hot and fancy, there is also the option of going all-out as a decadent Belgian waffle or crêpe bar, toings, equipped with fresh fruit and strawberries, whipped cream, pure maple syrup and ice cream. Are you ready to
make your own wedding cake? Learn all about DIY wedding cakes in this article. Bonisteel, Sara. Do-It-Yourself Wedding Ideas. 2011. (30 December 2011) Keshia. Let them eat cake. Utica Observer-Dispatch. December 22, 2011 (December 30, 2011) . Cannoli History and History. 2011. (December 30, 2011) Stewart
Http://www.mahalo.com/cannoli/Martha. Candies, Cakes and Cookies. 2004. (30 December 2011) Coffee Association USA. History of Coffee. 2011. (30 December 2011) . Are There Alternatives to Traditional Wedding Cake? 2011. (30 December 2011)
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